Giuliani Trigger Options

We have many options available for triggers for your Perazzi MX gun. This information is intended to
provide you with sufficient knowledge to make an informed purchase to fit your shooting style.
We offer the Classic (fixed firing order either Bottom/Top or Top/Bottom) triggers and the External
Selectable triggers. The Giuliani triggers are 100% interchangeable with factory Perazzi triggers and we
can provide parts and service for your Perazzi trigger.
Trigger Blades
For both the Classic and External Selective triggers, we offer the following trigger blades: Regular length,
Setback (approx 0.3” setback) and 4 position Adjustable Length of Pull. For each of those blades we
offer a twisted blade for more comfort and a twisted blade with a slight amount of checkering to
enhance trigger control on hot days. Right and Left hand twisted blades are available. Our blades are a
durable polished nickel and the finish will not rub off like some gold finishes do. We routinely change
trigger blades to tailor a trigger to your needs and therefore can ship quickly.
Hammer Springs
We stock Perazzi replacement hammer springs and Universal springs. Our springs have more force than
factory springs to insure consistent ignition with slightly dished or hard primers. The Perazzi style
springs are for the top (part # 166) or bottom barrel (part # 165) and have the small protruding pin that
fits into the center rib of the trigger plate. The Universal spring (part # 165Univ) are held in place with a
small pin (provided) pushed into the rear most existing hole of the trigger rib. Universal springs can be
used on either the top or the bottom side of the trigger. The benefits of the Universal springs are the
large radius at the rear of the spring and that a single spare spring can be used on either hammer side.
Inertia Blocks
We offer a Classic Trigger Mechanical trigger conversion that replaces the Inertia Block (part # 158) that
makes your trigger fire both barrels with no recoil needed. The trigger will fire both barrels even with
snap caps. This is extremely beneficial to small gauge shooters and bird shooters where a misfire can be
very costly. A Mechanical trigger block is being developed for the External Selective trigger.
Engraving & Custom Work
We normally stock several engraved triggers (SC3, SCO) and can have artisans make a special trigger for
you with engraving, initials, symbols, animals, etc in gold or white gold at your request. Normal lead
time for custom items is about 3-4 weeks.
As you can see, the options available for triggers cover a large span that is almost impossible to catalog.
For best results, call Don on 972-839-0205 so we can provide a trigger for you.

